Cheetah™ - Securities

All Content Dashboard

**SESSION NAVIGATOR**
Move between Practice Areas.

**USER MENU**
View subscription content, set default Home Page or logout.

**NEWS**
Sign up for email delivery of Dailies, Newsletters, and Notifications.

**SUBSCRIBED CONTENT (TITLES A-Z)**
Browse or search an alphabetized list of all the titles included in your subscription.

**GIVE FEEDBACK**
Share your suggestions and comments.

Access additional training resources via [https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah](https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah)
Cheetah™ - Securities

Practice Area:
Securities – Federal & International

HISTORY
Access documents and searches from prior research.

WORKLISTS
Organize your research findings in folders.

SEARCH TIPS
Use operators, connectors and wildcards in searches.

PRACTICE TOOLS
Compare topics across jurisdictions, perform calculations, navigate to topics, etc.

NEWS HEADLINES
Subscribers to Securities Law Daily receive customizable daily and breaking news alerts on court decisions, legislation, and regulatory activity. Subscription required.

CUSTOMIZE
Select which items you want to see, within each group, on your dashboard.

SEE ALL
View all titles available under the category.

Access additional training resources via https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah
Cheetah™ - Securities

Practice Area:
Securities – Corporation Law & Governance

STATE ACTS & STATUTES
Corporation laws and LLC acts for all US jurisdictions and summaries of state corporation tax laws.

SMARTTASKS
Find step-by-step practical guidance in completing specific, documentable, repeatable tasks. Subscription required.

Access additional training resources via https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah
Practice Area:
Securities – State

COMPARISON CHARTS
Select Topic(s) and Jurisdiction(s) to compare state laws and regulations complete with summaries, editorial commentary and links to authority. Charts can be saved, printed, emailed and exported in Word or Excel.

STATES & JURISDICTIONS
Access ALL or state-specific content organized by document type.

CALENDAR
Monitor the status of proposed state securities laws and regulations.

Access additional training resources via https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah
Practice Area: Securities – All

Cheetah™ - Securities

Quick Start Card

Practice Area:
Securities – All

REFINE SEARCH SCOPE
Select filters and content prior to your search.

SEARCH RBSOURCEFILINGS
Access EDGAR filings and memoranda by Company and Form Type. Subscription required.

SEARCH RBSOURCEFILINGS
Locate documents by official citation.

Access additional training resources via https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah
Cheetah™ - Securities

**Search Results**

- **FILTERS**: Refine search results by document type, court, jurisdiction, and more.
- **RECORD KEEPING OPTIONS**: Select documents to add (worklist or favorites), print, email or download.
- **SAVED ITEMS**: View your saved searches, notes & highlights, and favorites.
- **COLOR-CODED RESULTS**: Find document types quickly and easily.

Access additional training resources via [https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah](https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah)

Customer Support: M-F 8AM-6PM CST
CheetahSupport@wolterskluwer.com • 1-800-955-5217
https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/cheetah